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We are already halfway
through 2021, hard to believe!
Marmoran is almost ready to
roll with the re-established
factory in Cape Town.
We wish you health,
happiness and success for
the rest of the year.

One of the many Marmoran projects currently
underway is at the Biomedical Research Facility at
the Tygerberg Campus. Our Master applicator,
Whiteheads, is applying 5000 square meters of our
Aquanil (pure acrylic paint). The architect for this
project is Roelof Rabe Architects. We are extremely
excited to see the end result.

What’s New
Latest projects
New applicators in
Tzaneen

CONGRATULATIONS!
Angie Coetzee

Meet our new team
members

Branch Manager of
Kwa-Zulu Natal

New Products

Celebrates her 10-year anniversary at
Marmoran. Thank you, Angie, for your hard
work and dedication to the Company.

Latest Projects

Other noticeable projects include the renovation of
the Honeydew Shopping center located in
Honeydew, Roodepoort. Marmoran product used is
Permasuede, which is being applied by Glacial
coatings. The architect on this project is Frans
Farmer Architects, with CSS builders being the
main contractor. Additional projects include the
new Varsity College and CPUT campuses in
Newlands, the completion of the Bridgewater One
project in Cape Town, and the Chartwell Centre in
Umhlanga.

New Applicators

Congratulations to Just Services in Tzaneen,
Limpopo, on becoming our newly appointed
applicators. The team at Just Services were trained
on applying Marmoran products such as
Polyspatter, Permacrete, Permasuede and Stone
Finish. Welcome aboard, we are looking forward to
working with you on many future projects.

Creativecote in Paarl now
stock Marmoran products!

Marmoran have entered into a
partnership with Creativecote, in
order to increase the availability of
our products in the Western Cape.
We are thrilled with this new
collaboration and are eager to add
substantial value to numerous
customers
in
this
region.
Creativecote is situated on 40
Main Rd, Paarl.

New Varsity College and CPUT
campuses in Newlands, Cape
Town.

New Products
Marmoran Limewash

Marmoran Limewash (MLW) coating is a superior
decorative coating based on a pure acrylic resin.
This limewash is ideal for brick and stone
applications for artisan finishes and antique
patinas, or for full limewash coverage. When
applied correctly, MLW creates a whitewashed
brick effect, which can vary depending on the
way it is applied and the desired effect.

Marmoran Magnetic Primer
Marmoran has a black magnetic paint primer for
internal walls. This product transforms walls,
wood and other surfaces into magnetic receptive
surfaces.

New to Marmoran

Marmoran is pleased to
announce the recent hiring of
Alec Bedser, who has joined
our sales team in the
Gauteng region. He has
worked in the sales industry
for 8 years.

Three coats of the primer is required, meaning
one litre of magnetic primer covers 2sqm with the
three coat system. Three coats is important to
maximize the magnetic receptiveness. You can
then paint over it with any colour PVA or
chalkboard paint and it will still retain its magnetic
properties.
This can be used in:
• Homes: Kids rooms - we make magnetic
puzzles, shapes, dominoes etc.; home
office applications (action planners,
whiteboards); photo wall
• Business:
Project
plans;
magnetic
chalkboards.
• Schools
_______________________________________
Our sympathy and condolences go to
Naidene Richards family and friends on the
passing of Ed. A charming gentlemen of the
old school. JW Richards is now being run by
Hannes Gous.

We also welcome Dough
Bergh to Marmoran. Dough
started his career at Plascon
in 1971 and since then he has
worked for 4 different paint
companies and has gained 49
valuable years of experience
in the paint industry. Dough
joins Marmoran as an
additional chemist, and we
are excited to see his vast
experience being put to good
use at Marmoran.

